Fatal Attraction

Keenan is a 23 year old pimp living his life
as he pleases. Growing up with a mother
who didnt love him and a father who wasnt
there to lead the way, Keenan turned to the
streets for love. He met Alicia Bailey when
she eighteen and stole her heart. There isnt
anything Alicia wouldnt do to prove her
love for Keenan- anything! Now at the age
they are Alicia is still very much in love
with Keenan but his love is slowly fading.
Once he meets Diamond a 22-year-old
worker at Hooters all love that he had for
Alicia is lost and it finds its way to
Diamond. Rejections, shopping sprees, and
long talks has Keenan falling deeper in
love with Diamond before he realizes it.
With Alicia still on his tail will Diamond
and Keenan be able to live life how they
want? Will Alicia just stand by and let 5
years go down the drain? With the help of
someone she loves Alicia seeks revenge
after coming to the conclusion that shes no
longer wanted. The ending will have you
wondering how everything came to in such
a way. Will Keenan pay for what hes
brought on Alicia? Youll have to find out
in the novella titled Fatal Attraction. File
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Stylish and sexy, Fatal Attraction took audiences to terrifying new heights with its thrilling story of a casual encounter
gone terribly awry. This box-office smashFatal Attraction is a 1987 film about a married mans one-night stand that
comes back to haunt him when that lover begins to stalk him and his family. Directed by If you hate the ending to Fatal
Attraction, youre not alone. Glenn Close, the films villainous star, hated it tooso much that she got into a - 1 min Uploaded by TV OneThe hunt for the killer of a young man found dead in his apartment unearths a treasure trove of
Fatal Attraction movie reviews & Metacritic score: Fatal Attraction is a story too terrifying to resist, a crackling,
tension-packed thriller hinged on the tFatal Attraction is a 1987 American psychological thriller film directed by Adrian
Lyne and written by James Dearden. It is based on Deardens 1980 short film Thirty years ago today, Fatal Attraction,
the 1987 psychosexual thriller directed by Adrian Lyne and starring Michael Douglas and Glenn CloseDocumentary .
Ike Newton in Fatal Attraction (2013) Mike Forbs in Fatal Attraction (2013) Reggie O. Freeman at an event Fatal
Attractions (TV Series 2010). Fatal attraction has become a household term for love turned to murderous obsession,
thanks to the success of Adrian Lynes 1987 movie.Explore and share the best Fatal Attraction GIFs and most popular
animated GIFs here on GIPHY. Find Funny GIFs, Cute GIFs, Reaction GIFs and more.Fatal attraction basically goes
BEYOND normal attraction for someone. It gets to the point where a person may become morbidly infatuated with their
love - 52 sec - Uploaded by TV OneAfter a young mother with a newborn disappears without a trace, her hometown is
shocked by Written by James Dearden and directed by Adrian Lyne, 1987s Fatal Attraction showed audiences just how
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dangerous sex could be. MichaelDrama Photos. Michael Douglas and Glenn Close in Fatal Attraction (1987) See all 50
photos . Learn moreFatal Attraction is a 1987 American psychological thriller film directed by Adrian Lyne starring
Michael Douglas, Glenn Close, and Anne Archer. Fatal AttractionStylish and sexy, Fatal Attraction took audiences to
terrifying new heights with its thrilling story of a casual encounter gone terribly awry. This box-office smashFatal
Attraction is a 1987 thriller directed by Adrian Lyne, about a married man named Dan Gallagher (Michael Douglas)
who has sex with a co-worker namedFatal Attraction is an American true crime television series that airs on TV One.
The series debuted on June 3, 2013, and is produced by Jupiter Entertainment.
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